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-~Dynxamic stress analyst* of plastic rotating :,ands, used on poec
tiles to iepart spin, have been obtained by meann of a tvo-.isnsic-al
U ffnite-diffter.nc computer code. The firs-: 5base of the interaction within
the barrel. involy;ng the axisymsetrIc convergence of the plastic band mnzo
the forcing come. hau been investigated in thia study. N-wnerical solutions
for three rotatlog band prablems were ohtaioed. The results of those solutions
showed that (a) *bearl•g foxces rcting %long the b4nd/barel InterC:ct &uo to
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!riction can have a ma,#or effect on rotating band perforstance, and (b) that
vith a current band deteign. the sharply-beveled rear section of thir hand
becomes grossly distorted and develops a lar-.e an-nular lip protruding fror
the rear of the band (I., , feathering). The third case considered a design
vzoditication vade to alleviate the extrusion problea. These initiai analyses
show that finite-difference code solutions of the dynamics nf rotatic,; bands
are practical and can provice a usefsl tool to investignte a number of key
factors bearing on plastic band perfor"nce. su-h as a.iterial properties,
vtress-strain conditions experienced, and band geomercies.
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PREFACE

This report describes a research program to analyze

the dynamic stresses and deformations in plastic rotating

bands (such as used on projectiles) as they are forced into

a converging forcing cone at high speed. A two-dimensional

finite-difference computer code was used far the analyses.

The program was conducted during the period April through

September 1975, at California Research & Technology, Inc.

6269 Variel Ave., Woodland Hills. CA 91364, under Contract

F33615-7S-C-5206, initiated under Task No. ILIR9073. The

research was performed by M, H. Wagner and K. N. Kreyej;'agen.

W. S. Goerke, C. K. Wilson, and C.C. Fulton provided assis-

tance in cod- development and programming. The Project En-

gineer for the Air Force Materials Laboratory was S. W. Tsai,

Chief, Mechanics & Suiface Interactions Rranch, Nonmetallic

Materials Division (AFML/MBM). The authors submitted this

report in October 1975.
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SECTTON I

INTRODUCTION, SUMMARY, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. BACKGROUND

Rotating banus are used on projectiles to impart spin

(by transmitting torque from rifling to the projectile), to

improve the propellant gas seal, and to reduce wear of the

barrel (by minimizing direct contact between the hard pro-

jectile and the walls). Rotating bands must generally be

of pliable and/or ductile material, since they must with-

stand substantial plastic flow in accommodating to the bar-

rel and to the rifling. The material must also have suffi-

cient strength to resist the propellant gas pressure, to

transmit torque to the projectile, and to renain attached

to the rotating projectile as it leavez; the muzzle.

Forcin Cone Rifling

Projectile)

Rotating Side View End View
Band

This sketch (not to scale) shows a typical rotating

band. The projectile is somewhat smaller than the minor

diameter of the tore, but the OD of the rotating band is

larger, so that there is dimensional interference. When

the projectile is fired, it "tumtels" into a forcing cone
wherein the rotating band is squeezed down until it fits

into the barrel. To accomplish this squeezing, the rotat-

ing band material:
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(1) eku eiecufc-entially into the rifling grooves

(2) , com,[reveed radially under the high confining

pressure of the barrel

(3) Flo,)e (aially to relieve the volumetric compres-

sion (i.e., the rotating band becomes longer).

Within the barrel, the rifling can have either a fixed

or a variable twist (pitch) alon5 the barrel length. This

twist, acting through the iotating band, imparts angular

acceleration as the projectile itself undergoes linear ac-

ccleration down the barrel. As the projectile leaves the

muzzle, the radial compression of the band is relaxed. The

band remains attached to the p-ojectile until it reaches

the target.

Some nylon-type plastics are desirable materials for

rotating bands, amd they are successfully used in this ap-

plication. However, failures of nylon rotating bands have

been experienced, especially in projectiles wr.ich are de-

signed to reach higher muzzle velocities. Information

about the timing of such iailures (i.e., the location with-

in the barrel at which failure occurs) ard the cause there-

of is not available. nor is it readily attainable through

ex eriments. Such information is needed in order to design

better rotating band-rifling systems, and in order to selP

ect er develop better materials for rotating bands.

Numerical hydro-elastic-plastic code analyses of the

dynamics of rotating band distortion as tbe projectile fun-

nels into the forcing cone provide an approach for obtaýn-

ing information about the dynamic stresses and deformations

in rotating bands. This report presents the results of

three such analyses.

i i



F. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this preliminary program were:.

(1) To adapt a two-dimensional numerical code for

analysis of the axisy'metric stresses and dis-

tortions of rotating bands entering the forcing

cone,

(2) Through analyses of a representative, or "base-

line" rotating band design, to show the utility

of numerical dynamic stress and deformation ana-

lyses as a tool for designing, evaluating, and

improving rotating bands, and

(3) To identify the stress and deformation histories

experienced in critical regions in the represen-

tative rotating band design.

C. NUMERICAL APPROACH rOR DYNAMIC STRESS ANALYSIS

When the projectile enters the barrel, the significant

interference fit requires that the rotating band be severe-

ly compressed and that it be deformed in a very short in-

terval of time. To accommodate the nonlinear, dynamic

processes involved, a finite-difference code was used,

specifically, the CRT WAVE-L code. This is a Lagrangian

code based on Wilkins' HEMP method.' The WAVE-L code %as
been applied to a wide range of impulsive loading problems,

includig hvpersonic impact, 2' 3 projectile penetration,4''
and dynamic :tress analysis.'

WAVE-L is a "first principle" code which obtains "time-

marching" solutions of the conservation equations and the

3



,.o:stjtutive equations describing the properties (elastic,

jiastic, and iractu'e) of the materials involved. The code
Is .to-dirensional, i.c., problems must be described in two
-,j e dimensions. ThLs includes 2-D plane strain problems,

.i- well as 3-0 probl,.ms which are axisymmetric.

Tne geometry of the projectile/rotating band tunneling

into a smooth-walled forcing cone and traveling through a
imooth bore is axisymmetric, aid caa thus be describee us-
ing two space dimensions. Wbvu rifling grooves in tre bar-

rel are encoantered, however, :he problem is so longer

strictly axi!ymmetric, in tha, 1-D non-symmetrical effects
occur (i.e., circumferentiAl flow). In the present stud-,

-- he have decoupled the pronle., treating only the axisyiame-

tric aspects of the initial tunineling processes.

kA separate but couplid -lane strain analyfis can be

made of the nnn-syimetyic interactions between the rotating

bans and the rifling 4n the barrel. Recommendations for

thi s ýype aiialysis, togetLhr •ith a suggested approach, a'e

give- in Seztion I El (,f this report.)

Fiyoire I is a schomatic defining the computational
field for analysis of a projectile/rotating band tunneling

into a forciiig cone. It is assumed that neither the projec-
tile nor the barrel deform significantly, so they are treat-
ed as rigid iiounda±e,,. which confine and deform the nylon

rotating hani. (This is a reasonable assumption; the dis-

tortions in the barrel and projectile due to stress levels

imposed as the nylon compresses are very small compared to
the ro*at.ng band Jietortions.) The a:tual field of analy-

sis can thus be cinfined to the rotating band itself,

For the code analysis, the geometry of the rotating

band siot (i~e, the slot in the projectile containing tho

4
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rotating band) and the geometry of the forcing cone are

specified, as well as the velocity at which the pro)ectile

is moving. For the present analysis, thi. was specified to

be 500 fps. (For convenience in possible future compari-

sons with experiments, the projectile was aqsumed to be
stationary, with the bairel moving over it at 500 fps.
This transformation has no effect on the stresses in the

rotating band.)

The rotating band itself is described by a Lagrangian

network of computational cells, and by a set of equations

(based on measured properties) which characterize the

elastic and plastic stress-strain behavior of the rotating

band material (in the cases treated here, Nylon 6/12.) io

failure criteria were used in these analyses, alt'ough the

capability to treat certain types of failure exists in the

WAVE-L code.

D. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Num,.rical solutions were performed for three rotating

band problems as defined in Figure 2. The baseline design

(Cases 1 and 2) approximately corresponds with the rotating

band for a 20mm M-S6 projectile. Representative major and
minor diameters for a 20mm barrel are .81? in. anA .786 in.,

respectively. The nominal barrel diameter (Db - .8G9 in.)
chosen for these axisymmetric analyses gives thu same over-
all volumetric compression of the rotating banu entcring

the forcing cone as occurs in a rifled barrel.

The presence of friction (coefficient 1' - 0.1) in Casi:

I produced almost iFmediate locking between the nylon and
tie forcing cone. This was because the normal stresses,

an, across the converging interftcc build up very quickly
to the level where 4c, exceeds the shear strength of the

nylon. Nylon near the interface thereafter distorts at

54



essentially the full trojectile-barrel relative -elocity.

This clearly shows that friction can be very important in

rotating band design. However, we consider the results of

Case 1 to be an exaggerated indication of the effects of

friction, at least in a plastic material like nylon. Ini-

tial friction and plastic distortion will produce signifi-
cant heating of the surface, thereby softening or melting

the material such that the surrace cannot thereafter sup-

port large frict-onal stresses.

we did not ha.e properties to quantitatively define

this softening Laid weakening of the surface; it appeared

reasonable for the purposes of these analyses to assume

that the friction lecomes so small as to be negligible.

In Case 2, we therefore repeated the analysis of the base-

line rotalirg band design, with no friction. Figure 3 in-

dicates the way in which the frictionless basic band die-

torts as it tunnels into the forcing cone. The nylon is
initially squeezed inward. The stress on the surface of

the nyic:ý builds up to about 40,000 psi. This compression

causes the nyi.n to begin to flow rearward, producing gross

distortion of the sharply-beveled trailing surface, as seen

in Figvre 3. As a result, nylon extrudes out of the rotat-

ing band slot and into the converging region between the

projectile and forcing cone walls. Eventually, this will

leae to a very thin, probably irregular annulus of nylon

between the aft end of the projectile and the barrel (i.e.,

feathering). Portious of this badly extruded annulus may

break off, either in the barrel or after the projectile

leaves the %uzzle. Presumably thiv irregular extrusion

will have undesirable effects on the in-flight aerodynamics

of the prcjectile.
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MA
To avoid, or at least lessen, the rearward extrusion

of nylon out of the rotating band slot, a modified design

was considered (Case 3) As seen in Figure 2, this denign

substituted a more giadual slope for the trailing surface.

Figures 4 and S show the pattern of distortion whicn deve-

lops in the modified design. The gradually-sloping trail-

ing -urface bulges out towards the forcing cone. Some

rearwa-d extrusion of nylon cut of the rotatinE band slot

eventually occurs, but it is greatly reduced, as compared

to the basic design.

Figure 6 compares the axial force history applied to

the projectile by the basic and the modifed rotating band

desrgns. The force is higher in t0- modified case because

the more gradual trailing 3urface closes against the fcrc-

ing cone, thereby increasing the surface area of the rotat-

ing band which acts oa the forcing cone. The increased

force does not appreciably affect the projectile dynamics,

howuver; the impulse transmitted to the projectile with

the modified rotating band as it tunnels into the forcing

cone will affect its velocity by only about 1 fps.

Detailed information about the stresses and distor-

tions in the basic design (Case 2) and the modified design

(Caae 3) is given in the text and in the appendices. This

includes time histories of the stresses at several points

within the rotating bands.

E. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM.BENDATIONS

1. Utility of Numerical Analysis of Dynamic Stresses
.nd Distor1ions in Rotating ands

the three analyses which were performed show that

finite-•ifferenct solttions of rotating bands tunneling

jA
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into forcing cones arc practical, ind are specifically use-

ful for these purposes:

"o To identify material properties which have major

effects on design and performance

"o To identify stress-strain conditions which are

exper;enced by rotating band materials

o To identify design weaknesses

o To suggest mcthods for correcting such weaknesses

o To evaluate design modifications.

Examples of these uses are seen in the three cases

which were analyzed:

In Case 1, a code solution was used to identify a

criticaZ material propertu (friction), showing that it can

have a major effect on rotating band design and performance.

(The lack of data on frictional properties for candidate

materials under pertinent conditions of stress, temperature,

and sliding velocity is a deficiency which needs to be rem-
edied. The pertinent conditions for these and other pro-
perty measurements can be determined froQ numerical solu-
tions.)

In Case 2, a code solution was used to identify a de-

cign weaknese in the baseline rotating band geometry, and
to augget a mearla for correcting the problem. (The

sharply-beveled trailing surface of the baseline geometry

leads to gross distortion and eventually to extrusion of
material out of the rotating band slot and into the narrow-
ing region between the projectile and the barrel. A more

gradual slope for the trailing surface may alleviate this
problem.)

8



In Case 3, a code solution was used to evaluate a

possible design imiprov.-•ený in the baseline georietry.

(This improvement involved the gradually sloping trailing

surface. It greatly reduced, but did not wholly eliminate,

the extrusion problem.)

In all the cases, st'.ea and strain levels, and strain

rate, were determined at several stations. (Maximuam com-

pressive stresses were of the order of 2.5 kb, or about

38,000 psi. Maximum strain rates in these 500-fps cases

were of the order of 104 _ 105/sec.)

2. Recommendations

Applications. The above uses of the code can be of

substantial value in design and evaluation, and

in material selection or development. These ap-

plications should be pursued.

"o Candidate new designs, as well as existing

designs which are not performing well,

should be analyzed to identify critical

regions where failures may occu'. Possible

design modifications should then 6e numer-

ically evaluated.

"o A systematic study should be made to deter-

mine the desirable mechanical property at-

tributes of rotating band materials.

Code Validation. Although the basic WAV!-L nz-

merical method has been validated in a number of

prior experimental comparisons for other applica-

tions, it would be desirable to verify the abil-

ity of the code (and material models) to predict

-~ WE-



rotating hand processes. A possible experiment

sould involve reverse ballistic firing of a

"barrel" over a fixed "projectile" which is sup-

ported on a rod.* Force-time measuremcnts could

he made in the support rod as the barrel pushes

over the proJectilz.

Interactions with Rifling. In addition to the

axisymmetric processes occurring as the rotating

hand is squeezed into the barrel (which are an-

alyzed in the three cases treated so far), non-

symmetric processes are involved as the rifling

lands force deep grooves into tile rotating band,

and as the projectile travels down the barrel.

1hese processes involve circumferential flow of

material as the rifling lands impinge into the

band, and the application of tangential forces

to the rotating band by the twist of the rifling.

Analyses of the stresses and deformations in r-o-

tating bands due to these asymmetric processes

should be made. A possible approach would be to

treat the problem in plane strain, as indicated

in Figure 7. In this appioach, the projectile

would be represented by the rigid-body central

core, and the barrel would also be represented

as a rigid body (concentric to the core). The

rotating band (between the rigid projectile and

barrel) would be described with the elastic-

plastic rotating band materipi properties.

This experxnnnt has been suggested by It. Swift of UOR1

lI lIlI



There would be a sliding interface between the

band and the barrel. IFriction could be speci-

fied in the z-direction (U.erpendiýalar to the

plane of solution), thereby allowing the effects

of sliding friction in the third dimension (z-

direction) to be incorporeted in the plane

strain solution. The band would be locked to

the piojectile body.

Initiallf, the rifling lands, as represented by

the periodic protrusions around the rigid

barrel, would be nonexistent (i.e., the barrel

surface would be smooth). The flat surfaces
would thereafter be gradually forced into the

rotating baird by prcscribing their displacement,

r(t) a function of time. The angular accelera-

tion produced by the rifling would bc represented

by prescribinc rotating of the barrelby w(t),

as determined by the projectile velocity and by
the pitch of the rifling.

The same types of information could be obtained

from the plane strain solutions -s from the .,xi-

svmmetric solutions which are described in the

report; i.e., field plots of distortions, parti-

cle velocitie*, and principal stresses, and para-

meter vs time plots at selected stations.

}S
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SECTION 11

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

A. PROBLEDI DEFINITION

A representative "baseline" rotating band of interest

was chosen as an initial vehicle to test and demonstrate

the finite-difference cede technique of analysis. This

is illustrated in Figure 1 (page 21). The specific base-

line dimensions, and the computational grid used to repre-

sent the band, arc shown in Figure 8. The band design

shown is one which has been considered for a 20mm M-56 pro-

jectile.

The analyses which were perfoimed were confined to

the axisymmetric convergence of the band as it engaged with

the forcing cone, ani therefore did not explicitly treat

the rifling. Instead, a uniform barrel diameter (.809 in.),

between he major and minor diameters of the barrel (.817

In. and .786 in., respectively), was chosen which provides

the same overall volumetric compression of the rotating

band as occurs in the rifled barrel. The initial .829-4in.

01) of the rotating band is thus subjected to a maximum

.adial convergence of .010 in. in the forcing cone.

A nominal constant S0C fps was chosen for the velo-

city at which the projectile enters the forcing cone. in the

"actual gun fizing, the projectile is accelerated from an in-

itial rent position during the tunneling process. This mode

of engagewent can be handled by the code, hut we did not have

information defining a typical acceleration-time history in the

forcing cone. This problem is not felt to be particularly

-I



sensitive to velocity, so long as the velocity is anywhere

in the low subsonic range (which cover; the range of velo-

cities of interest here), and so long as the material pro-

perties are not rate sensitive (as was the case witn the

material model used in these analyses).

In the code solution, the forcing cone and barrel

were set up to move at the prescribed velocity, and the

projectile was fixed. This was done for convenience and

efficiency, since it immediately gives the flow in the band

due to the interaction, rather than centering the flow

about the projectile velocity. This arrangement also cor-

responds to a reverse ballistic laboratory test (in which

the band is mounted on rigid rod, and a heavy ring simula-

ting the barrel is projected against the band), which

could be used to confirm the validity of the code solut:ons.

Mi -ATERIAL PROPERTIES

A material of current interest, Nylon 6/12, was

chosen for the plastic hand. The following initial value

properties were employed in the code solution for thi-

material: 7

Density, P0o = 1.08 gm/cm3

Young's modulus, E = 300 ksi - 20.7 kb

Poisson's ratio, v - .4

These values imply the following other properties:

Bulk modulus, K - 500 ksi - 34.5 kb

Shear modulus, G = 107 ksi - 7.4 kb

Dilatational wave speed, c. = b640 ft/sec

2026 m/sec.

13
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ihe equation of state was assumned to be linear elas-

tic. An elastic-plastic constitutive model was -ised, en-

ploying the von klises yield criterion and a non-as~c;iated

flow rule. The value of yield strength used was 16.4 ksi

(1.13 kb). Tensile stress was limited by imposing a mini-

mum va!ue for 1ýydrostatic tension, Pmin = -2.93 ksi

(-.202 kb). Under uniaxial stress, this gives a maximum

permizsible tensile stress of 8.8 ksi (.61 kb), correspond-

ing to the tensile strength of the material.

The stcel projectile and barrel were treated as rigid

bodies. The plastic band was assumed to be locked to the

proecticle all along the mating interface.

"* In the Case I analysis, shearing forces due to fric-

tion %,ere generated at the band/barrel interface, in addi-

tion to the normal forces developed as the band is deformed.

A nominal constant value for the coefficient of friction

of 0.1 was used. Cases 2 and 3 were run with no friction,

both for comparison and to provide a lower bound on the

shear deformation of the band surface. (The solution re-

sults from Case I indicated that the frictional effects re-

sulting from a friction coefficient of 0.1 were excessive.)

C . NUMERICAL MIETHIOD

The WAVE-L code was employed for these calculations.

WAVE-L is a two-dimensional code which solves the equations

of motion for elastic-plastic bodies by means of a finite-

difference Lagrangian-cell technique. The mathematical

formulation is basically the same as that described by

hiikins.1 An important feature of the code is its provi-

sion for sliding interfaces. (In a normal Lagrangian grid,

the cells are locked together, and no sliding can occur.)

14
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, Ii ding interface ;,as used for the hand/barrel interfare.

Another important capability of WAVE-L is it ability to

treat moving rigid bodies (in this ca.se, the barrel).

code computes the loading forces on the rigid body and

.hus the deceleration can be included in the calculations,

given the mass of the rigid body. This rig;d-body formula-

tion was previously developed to treat the penetration

dynamics of projectiles.'.' Some additional development of

the code wa.s required to handle the piastic band interac-

tion geomet r).

- . NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF CASE I - PLASTIC BAND INTERAC-

TION WITH FRICTION

The initial Lagrangian grid configuration set up for

the problem described above is shown in Figure 8. Tie

plastic band was resolved with 8 cells across its width

and 53 cells along its length. One hundred six lattice

points were used along the barrel to compute the distribu-

tion of stresses and force components acting on the barrel.

The code results of this first case, which included

frictinal effects, are depi ted in Figures 9 to 12,

which are plots of the g-id configuration and velocity

fielI in the band for times of l.S and 3.6 tisec.

The plots of the grid also show which material is ýur-

rently undergoing plastic deformation; i.e., is on the

yield surfaze. This is denoted by cells containing an x

or + , sith x indicating a compressive prea:sare, P > ',

and * indicating hydrostatic ten.ion, P < 0

The velocity %ector field plots show the direction and

nagnitude of the particle velocity at each lattice point in

the computing grid.
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fhe.e rc-lt. now that a strong upward axial flow

i,. induced :n the band next to the contact surfacv. Note

that the band ;urfac, alipears to be dragged along oy the

a barrel, cauu ng severe distottion of the materiaI next to
the ban(. lhe frictional forces built up across the in-

terface we~e sufficient to lock a portion of the nylon

surf'ace -,;itc the barrel, so that the svrface was actually

aoving up.ard at the full barni, 'elocity. This clearly

shw•ws that friction is im'portant, and incicates that fric-

tional propertie5 under high stress, high velocity condi-

t.ons need to be defined. However, we consider the results
obtained in Case I to br- an exaggeration of the actual

fe'ictional effects. Sioce fheire is a sign~ificant hcating

of the suirface due to frictiun and plastic deformation, it

1s likely that the serface material softens s:ich that it

could not support frictional stre.-ses as large as that

compuited with a coefficient of fr:ction of 0.1. it aos

tOus decided to discontinue the running of Case I and to
instead run .. second case, %ith no friction.

Additional re~ult: of Case I are given in the next

secticn in comparative plots.

E. NUiMEmICAL SOLUTION OF CASE 2 - PLASTIC FND IXTERAC-
TiO. wiTnourf EiICTION

The problem conditions for Case 2 were oept exactly

the same as for Case 1, except that the bhind/barrel inter-
face uas assumed to be frictionless. Thus no -hearing

forces are generated at the intcrface.

16
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The results of the code solution for th:ý ci.e are dc-

pscted in Figurcs 13 to l4, which show plots of the gi i,

configuration and/or velocity field for tiaes of 1.5, 3.i,

7.9, and 11.4 Lisec. Note that the early tine flow i,. noi,

radially inward, as opposed to the strong axial flo,, seen

in the case with friction. At later times, however, a

strong axial flow occurs. as the upper end of the bmnd i.,

extrudeo into the open cone.

By 7.9 usec, the extrusion action at the rear of the

band had produced such severe grid distortion that the so-

lution ccu)d not be continued. To allow continued inte-

gration, a rezone of the grid was performed. Rezones are

used to reposition the comput3tional grid in a distorted

region so ab to givw more regular cell shapes; a compre-

hensive rezone processor correctly redistributes the cell

variables among the new cells. Cede modifications re-

quired to treat rezones of the plastic band problem were

developed and chezked out for this first rezone and will

be available in the future as needed.

Following the rezone, the solution was contnued out

to a time of 11.4 usec. The extrusion action noted earl,-

2r in the solution continued in this later phase of the

solution, causing formation of a pronounced annular lip

protruding out from the rear of the band. The presence

of such a lip would presumably degiade the aerodynamic sta-

bility of the bullet. The solution was terminated at this

point, since the behavioral pattern of this band design

was clear (for this material) and because the axial forces

were significantly diminished. An enlarged view of the

extruded rear section of the band at the end of the solu-

tion is shown in Figure 20. As the projectile moves

17
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further into the converging forcing cone, this extruded

annult's wculd becom,a thinner and longer.

Comparatve time histories of the axial and radial

forces acting at the band/barrel interface for Cases 1 and

2 (with and withotut friction), are shown in Figures 21 and

12. Iigure 21 shows the increase in axial forcc at early

tlOrcs caused by friction. However, by 3.5 tsec, the aximll

fo-Ce in the case without friction surpasses that with

friction. Significantly higher normal stresses build up tn

the case without friction, since the )..nd ba-ierial next to

the barrel does not flow ul- ,oxially) as much, and is thus

subjected to greater radial compression by the forcing cone.

Coeplete time hibtories of the j~al nd radza, forces for

Case 2 are shown in Figuios 23 and 24. The peak axial

forcc was 840 lb, occurring at 5.6 psec. and the peak ra-

dial force was 1670 ib/rad, occurring at 6.7 usec. At

11.4 iisec, at the end of the solution, the axial force had

dropped off to 15% of its peak value.

Stress distributions on *ne forcing cone are shown in
Figures 2S and 26 for the two cases.

F. NUIMERICAL WOLUTIO'N OF LASE 3 - MODIFIEZ PLASTIc: HAND

DESIGN

The solution results of Case 2 indicated that the band

distortion was concentrated at the junLtion of the 450

beveled rear section and the projectile. For the purpose of

alleviating the severe distortion occurring at the rear of
the hand, it was decided to evaluate the behavior of a

modified design, having a longer, Aore giadual sloping

rear section. The modi;ied design is shown in Figure 27.

It has a long, 100 sloping rear section replacing the 45•0

18
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beveled so'tion of the original design. The flat section

and the 60 sloping forward section making initial contact

with the forcing cone were kept the same as in the baseline

design so as to isolate the effect of the Poditied rear

section. The !ront of the band ahead of the start of the

forcing cone was shortened, since it has little effect

on the problem dynamics. The overall length of the -odi-

fied band was .32 in., compared with .28 in. for the base-

line design.

The initial Lagrangiar. grid for the code solution of

Case 3 is aio indicated in rigure 27. The zoning uas

-" kept the same as in ýhe previous problem; i.e., 8 cells

across thie width of tne band. Fifty-nine cells were used

along its length.

The results of tht Case 3 solution %jere very interest-

ing: with the long, shallow-sloping rear section, the re-

spnse of the band was much more regular, smoothly bowing

out as it was forced back. The solution has carried out

to 27 6 psec, by wlhich time the axial relative displace-

,ent of thb band/berrel was .166 in. As an indication of

the uniform deformation oehavior, no rezones of the griJ

-,ere required duritg thli period. (In the previous problem,

severe distortion necessitated a rezone at 7.9 usec.) A

sequence of the hand/barrel configurations and/or velocity

fields for times of 7.7, 15.5, 20.7. and 27.6 usec are

shown in Fi-ure5 28 to 33. 3y 27.6 Usec, sc-e distortion

has built up, at the rear of the band, but it is less than

seen with the previous design.

Time histories of the axial and radial forces at the

band/barrel interface in the modified design (Case 3) are



iv iuiv, (, and 34, plus those for the b'aseline

- , , "1 for compai ison. At ecrly times, the re-

,,-e ee:n to be the same, coufjrming that the geometry

,-i,,t, n i, l cont.ict surface wa- the same betueen the

;-i.l *:I. The miodified design produces a significantly

., ioi,, e pulse, corresponding to the increased length

S,,itid I)chind the forcing tip (.27 in. compared with .17

It.. Al-o, the band bows out until it teaches the forc-

i, 1 ,0e. He resulting high pressure between the band and

0i, one produces a large axial force. Assuming a projec-

ztl, weight of -. 4 lb, the peak deceleration imparted to

t,ic pro.ectile due to convergence in the modified design

nirv- g2-W g's. rhis deceleration for 20 jisec would reduce

tc pioectile velocity by 1.3 fps.

01-tributions of the normal stress along the band/

t-r� �interface for several times are shown in Figure 35.

ith- peak stres- levels experienced within the band

. Ine' interaction are indicated in Figure 36. The

, ,,rpre-sstie stresses along the inner and outer edge

A:u)t PAid:ay across the band vs axial distance are

t~ed. Ilso sh.own for comparison are the corresponding

f(r thz baselir.i band design.

1Uditional results from the n'imerical solutions are

I, ,,; in the Ap-cndices.
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41$

Fi.ure 3. Deformetion amd Flow In Plastic -&-A at 11.4 psec, Case 2
(Baseline design, no friction) j
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f Velocity Sc le

20{0 fps

* .5
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Grid Distortion Particle Velocity Field

Figure 4. Deformation gad Flowic ?jtic lamd at 7.7 psec, Case 3
(Modified design)
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Figure S. Delfoatioe of Plastic IUa at 20.7 and 27.6 vasc, Case 3
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A•PENDI K A

PRINCIPAL STRESS PIFLD PLOTS

In eddition to the plots of the grid configuration

and the velocity field presented in Section II of the re-

port, plots of toe principal stress field cccurring at

several times during each of the solutions were obtained.

A representative selection of these for Cases 1, 2, and 3

are contained in this Appendix.

In the stress field plots, the principal comportents

of the stress tensor for each cell cre shown as follows:
The magnitude of the two principal stresses in the r-z

plane are plotted in their corresponding principal direc-

tions. The third principal stress (in the azimuthal di-

rection) is plotted along the line bisecting the other two

principal directions. Vectors pointed to the rigtt are

compressive, to the left, tensile. An examrle of hew a

stress tensor is plotted is sketched below:

Tensile .- j.--.------ %(N3roasive

tPrincipal Stresses
in r-z Plane

Principal Streas

The scale of zhe stress vectors is given rt the top of each

plot. The plots listed below 2re given in the following
set of figures:

SCase L. 1. 5, 3.6 -Vseco -

Cose* 2 2.1, 7,9, 1. usec
Case 3: 7.7, IS.S, 27.6 4sec
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APPENDIX B

TIME HISTORIES OF STRESS AND VELOCITY

Parameter-time histories were recorded at several lo-

cations in the plastic band. The locations of the stations

are shown in Figure B-1 for Cases I and 2 and in Figure B-2

for Case 3. The stations for Case 3 were placed at analo-

gous positions to those used in the first design so that

the response of the two bands could be compared. The fol-

lowing parameters are plotted:

a. Radial stress or

Axi stress oz

Hoop stress a0

Shear stress Orz

b. Radial particle velocity

Axial particle velocity

PFsitive stresses are compressive. Positive r is

radially outward. Positive ; is axially upward (in the

direct:on of the barrel velocity).

Tie first set of figures (B-3 to B-9) are comparative

plots of the response for Cases 1 and 2 (the basic plastic

band geometry with and without friction) at selected sta-

tions. The previously noted "locking-on" of the surface

of the band to the barrel due to friction during the Case

I solution is clearly shown in Figure B-", the velocity

plot at Station 8. The second set of figures (3-10 to B-19)

are comparative plots from Cases 2 and 3 (the basic and

modified plastic band geometry). Note that the extrusion

action that occurred at Station 9 in the original design

$ did not occur with thi revised design (Figure B-19).
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